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I. Choose the appropriate coordinating conjunctions that will connect the two simple sentences to
form a compound sentence that shows cause and effect. Shade the circle of your answer.
1. I decided to call it a day ______ I was feeling tired.
O and
O so

O for

2. I helped him _____ I liked him.
O for

O but

O so

3. It was raining ______ we stayed at home.
O and
O so

O and

4. Rich, the emcee, did not come to the party, ______ was a disaster.
O but
O for
O and
5. You will follow the school rules _______ I will report your wrongdoings to the authority.
O and
O or
O yet
6. I decided to go home early, _______ I was dead tired.
O so
O and

O for

7. Some people advocate sustainable living, _______ they recycle as much as they can.
O for
O so
O but
8. Leave now _______ you will be late for the exam.
O or
O so

O for

9. You better report to your adviser ______ you will be suspended.
O for
O and
O or
10. It is better to keep the rivers clean ____ will be avoided.
O but
O nor

O so

11. My mom doesn’t want to go to the store, _______ did she want to go out of bed.
O so
O nor
O or
12. I got perfect on my spelling test _______ my dad gave me a reward.
O but
O for
O so
13. I want to achieve my dreams __________ I want to prove it to myself.
O but
O and
O nor
14. She wants to be successful ______ she’s lazy.
O yet
O for

O nor

15. Over thinking of your problems can make you depress ________ it can make your life become
miserable.
O nor
O and
O but
II.A Underline the problem and encircle the solution of the compound sentence below.
16. The production of crops was getting low so the farmers were given fertilizers to boost its growth.
17. The installation of CCTV has helped prevent crimes for it is already rampant anywhere.
18. Feeding program was raised by the government for they found out that there are many
malnourished children.
19. Too many students are dropping out of school, so as a solution it would be to improve school
administration.
20. My pet dog weakened so I immediately brought him to the veterinarian.
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B. Write CE on the blank if the compound sentence indicates cause-effect relationship, and PS if it
indicates problem-solution.
_________21. We can’t attend the seminar for it’s raining cats and dogs.
_________22. I went to my aunt’s house and she was so happy of my presence.
_________23. People need love for hate almost covers the entire humanity.
_________24. Proper disposal of garbage is a must to do yet many people still don’t care on doing it.
_________25. Education is a key to succeed in life and everyone wants to be educated.
C. Write IC on the blanks if the items indicate independent clause and DC if it is dependent clause.
_________26. by engaging in sports

____________31. I could have studied harder

_________27. she could have appeased her
friend’s anger

____________32. before you speak

_________28. she can vocalize in the music room

____________33. because we are involved

_________29. since you left me

____________34. you could have gone there early

_________30. whenever I’m late in school

____________35. education is the key to success

III. Answer the following questions with the kind of sentence written inside the parentheses. (2 pts. each)
36. Where is your favorite summer outing? (simple sentence)

37. What are the things you usually do during summer vacation? (compound sentence)

38. When is the exact time to forgive a person? (complex sentence)

39. How can we be successful on things that we’re doing? (complex sentence)

40. What are the most unforgettable moments you’ve experienced in school?(compound sentence)
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